
Kim Hughes And The Bad Old Days Of
Australian Cricket
Australian cricket has a rich history of producing some of the greatest players to
have ever graced the sport. However, there was a time when the Australian
cricket team was going through a struggling period, commonly known as the "bad
old days." One of the prominent figures during this time was former Australian
captain, Kim Hughes.

The Rise and Fall of Kim Hughes

Kim Hughes burst onto the international cricket scene in the late 1970s with his
elegant batting technique and natural flair. He quickly established himself as a
key member of the Australian side, showcasing his skills against renowned
opponents.

By 1979, Hughes had cemented his place in the team and was given the honor of
captaining the Australian side. At just 25 years of age, he became the youngest-
ever Australian Test captain.
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Under Hughes' leadership, Australia faced challenges on and off the field. The
team struggled to maintain its dominance, and internal conflicts further impacted
their performance. Hughes was an attacking batsman, but the pressures of
captaincy weighed heavily on him.

The Infamous "Can't Bowl, Can't Throw" Incident

One incident that captured the essence of the bad old days of Australian cricket
was the "can't bowl, can't throw" incident in 1981. During the Ashes series against
England, Hughes was caught in a heated exchange with a spectator at Lord's.
The spectator yelled, "Oi, Hughes! If you can't bloody well bat, you can't bloody
well throw either!" This incident highlighted the frustrations faced by the Australian
team and the lack of support they received.

Despite the incident, Hughes continued to lead the team, trying to restore their
former glory. However, the pressures and criticism eventually took their toll on
him.

The Resignation and the Fallout

In 1984, Hughes took the difficult decision to step down as captain. His
resignation came as a shock to the cricketing world, revealing the depths of the
team's issues. The downfall of Kim Hughes and Australian cricket during those
years was a wake-up call for the country's cricketing structure, leading to a series
of changes to revitalize the team.

Hughes' resignation marked a turning point for Australian cricket. The team
started rebuilding under new leadership, focusing on team unity, discipline, and
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commitment. This period laid the foundation for the successful era that would
follow.

The Lessons Learned

The bad old days of Australian cricket, with Kim Hughes at the helm, taught
valuable lessons that have shaped the future of Australian cricket. The period
showcased the importance of team spirit, resilience, and the need for supporting
players during their challenging times.

Today, Australian cricket is known for its dominance in the sport, thanks in part to
the lessons learned during those difficult years. The systems put in place to
prevent a repeat of the bad old days have yielded successful results, with
numerous cricketing legends emerging from this era.

The Legacy of Kim Hughes

Although Kim Hughes faced significant hardships during his tenure as captain, he
remains an important figure in Australian cricket history. His elegance, skill, and
dedication to the game continue to inspire young cricketers today. Hughes'
decision to step down as captain was both brave and necessary, highlighting the
sacrifices made for the betterment of the team.

While his time as captain was tumultuous, it should not overshadow the talents
and contributions Hughes made to Australian cricket. His legacy serves as a
reminder that even during the darkest days, determination and perseverance can
lead to brighter futures.

In

The bad old days of Australian cricket, with Kim Hughes as the captain, are a part
of the nation's sporting history that should not be forgotten. It was a challenging



period that tested the resilience of the team and its players. However, it also laid
the foundation for a new era of success, ultimately shaping Australian cricket into
what it is today.

Kim Hughes' story serves as a constant reminder that even during the toughest
times, cricketing nations can rebuild and come back stronger. The legacy he left
behind and the lessons learned during those difficult years have had a lasting
impact on Australian cricket that will be remembered for generations to come.
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Kim Hughes was one of the most majestic and daring batsmen to play for
Australia in the last 40 years. Golden curled and boyishly handsome, his rise and
fall as captain and player is unparalleled in our cricketing history. He played at
least three innings that count as all-time classics, but it's his tearful resignation
from the captaincy that is remembered. Insecure but arrogant, abrasive but
charming—in Hughes' character were the seeds of his own destruction. Yet was
Hughes' fall partly due to those around him, men who are themselves legends in
Australia's cricketing history? Lillee, Marsh, the Chappells—all had their agendas,
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all were unhappy with his selection and performance as captain—evidenced by
Dennis Lillee's tendency to aim bouncers relentlessly at Hughes' head during net
practice. Hughes' arrival on the Test scene coincided with the most turbulent time
Australian cricket has ever seen—first Kerry Packer's World Series Cricket, then
the rebel tours to South Africa. Both had dramatic effects on Hughes' career. As
he traces the high points and the low, Chris Ryan sheds new and fascinating light
on the cricket—and the cricketers—of the times.
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